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EDITOR’S NOTE

Mint would like to thank the 
SUNY Geneseo English Department

 for its support and encouragement!

Dear students and faculty,

 I am proud to present to you the Fall 2015 Issue of  MiNT Magazine: Speak.. For 
the past year, MiNT has strived to revisit its roots. We were founded as a multicultural 
magazine, but over time strayed into exclusively being a literary magazine. That is why this 
semester we wanted to include a wider range of  writing and artwork. Besides publishing po-
etry, fiction, and nonfiction pieces, we also have incredible critical essays and exposés on dif-
ferent issues that affect SUNY Geneseo and the world. We wanted the campus to “Speak” 
to us, and submit the subjects they believe are essential.
 The stunning watercolor on our cover, by Jacqueline Christensen, embodies where 
we hope the magazine will go to in the future. We want MiNT to be a place where students 
can submit a poem about current events, and also a nonfiction story about their family. We 
want MiNT to be a place where students can submit a photo from their study abroad trip, 
and also a sketch of  a rally they attended. We want MiNT to be the magazine students pick 
up in the Union, and don’t put down.
 This magazine also holds a very special place in my heart, because it is the last issue 
that I will work on. While I am beyond excited to pass the torch onto MiNT’s new Editor-
in-Chief, Lizzie Pellegrino, I am sad to leave a magazine that I have been a part of  since the 
Fall of  2012. I know I am leaving it in the best possible hands, but MiNT was my home 
while I was a student here at Geneseo. 
 I hope this issue delights, haunts, and soothes, but also expands your thoughts and 
beliefs at the same time. I believe this is one of  the best issues MiNT has produced in years, 
and I know you will enjoy every page. 
 And so, I bid you goodbye for the last time. Thank you so much for reading!
 
 
Best,
Kathryn Bockino, Editor-in-Chief
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Art

Art By: Hana Mokonuma
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Poetry Nothing to say and saying it
By: Mieko Palazzo

Things come together and they come apart
but the beginning is always the same
the picture on the wall,
the clock in the corner of  the room,
the unmade bed

They tell us mistakes were made
and no one is ready to let them go
I thought I was ready to let them go
but I’m too busy trying to pick the broken glass
from my mouth. 

Most days I am talking too much,
falling over myself,
making bad decisions I wish I could unmake.

Other days I am quiet and unmoving
I am staring into space,
unsure of  the parts of  myself  that exist

Today I am grey skies and strong winds
I worry they will pick me up
I worry they won’t pick me up
I am thinking about the way even shadows
disappear eventually

I am thinking about the light in the hallway,
how it is motion detected,
but it does not always detect me
I wonder if  this is suppose to
mean something greater than it does

I decide no, and yes,
at the same time

No more warmth left
By: Michelle Soria

Chills that crawl my body
The warmth I crave

Nothing seems to be fair
Time.
Gone.

No control
Everything fell apart

No one to blame
I’m only left with myself
A reflection of  what I am

In this world
I'm not living

Only breathing
The sun I watch does not give warmth
Only creeps through what is left of  me

Winter outside the window
Winter coming inside me

Control slipping my fingers
Layers forming inside of  me

No amount of  clothes can aid
My winter soul that as from dawn to night

Gains to control the chills in my body
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Out of  Silence Response Contest

The RESPOND contest called for creative responses to Geneseo's Voices for Planned Parenthood Out of  
Silence Event in early October.  The event was a performance of  abortion testimonies followed by a guided 
discussion and the contest was an attempt to continue this very important dialogue.  The winning piece, submit-
ted by sophomore Megan Grant, best exemplifies the need to continue open dialogue on controversial topics 
without the threat of  censorship or persecution.  

If
you
are

comfortable
and courageous
enough to share
your decision to

remove a bundle of
cells, a parasite to some,

situated unexpectedly through
either consented or forced opening

of  yourself, you should not be subjected
to destructive criticism, harassment, death

threats, or subjugation via politicians’ fear of  their
God(s) and the rights of  their reproducing counter-
parts.  Also, if  you are a group of  collegiate students

hosting a reading of  individual’s stories regarding
abortions, you should not have to limit your adver-

tising due to vague threats from other extracurricular
organizations on campus.  Imagine, on a college

campus, primarily consisting of  young adults
grappling with their own and others’
ethical values, someone would dare

attempt to subdue their peers’
voices and discussions.
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Poetry

Untitled
By: Jonathan Frias 

 My tender complications

       You

The leaves of  adolescence

     Bring

Blistering Omnipotence

     Upon

The bewitching, striking sky

     Again

Inciting decrepit wounds

     Imminent

For Death has become weary, 
 
     Hopelessness

Water Bill
By: Meghan Barrett

As I sit here    a towel
    hung over
    on the rack
legs flush against
the smooth   cool ceramic
the bottom   of  my new
      shower
I wonder if  maybe I
   used
   too much
hot water

And if  I had
    used
    much less
If  you might still
           be mine
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Photography

Photo By: Thomas Magnus  
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Critical 

            I have been on adventures I never thought I would be on.  I have made friends with people I 
never thought I would meet.  I have eaten things I never thought I would eat.  I have learned things 
I never thought I would learn.  Within the span of  one year, my life went through changes I never 
expected.
            In early May of  2015 I was sitting in a park next to a river, surrounded by people I didn’t know, 
thousands of  miles from any place I considered home.  The thought that stayed with me at that mo-
ment was that if  someone had told me six months prior that I would be where I was, I never would 
have believed them.  For such a cliché thought, it was strikingly true.
            I always knew I wanted to study abroad.  I chose to major in International Relations not just 
because I was interested in the topic, but because I knew studying abroad was a requirement for the 
program.  I knew I wanted to study abroad.  But I never would have guessed that I would spend my 
semester abroad in Seoul, South Korea.
            “That’s so cool.”
           “Why Korea?”
           I never really had an answer.  It was the cheapest program, which carried a lot of  weight with 
my decision.  It was someplace unique, someplace I had never really heard of  anyone going before.  
That also carried some weight in my decision.  It was a challenge.  I didn’t know the language and I 
wasn’t familiar with the culture.  And I love challenges.  But even as I was stepping off  the plane after 
my four months abroad I probably couldn’t tell you why exactly Korea.  There are a lot of  languages I 
don’t speak, a lot of  cultures and customs I don’t know about.  But it was to Korea I went. 

The Place I Never Saw Myself
By: Abigail Skinner
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            My revelation took place on the bank of  the Han river which runs through the city of  Seoul.  
I was having a picnic of  sushi and Japanese beer with two girls from Malaysia and one girl from 
Hong Kong.  It was a place I never expected to find myself, a unique situation I never could have 
envisioned. 
            I went bungee jumping.  I still text Jen from Malaysia and she keeps me up to date on Ma-
laysian politics.  I ate live baby octopus and enjoyed it (don’t knock it till you try it).  I learned how to 
meditate from a Buddhist monk. 
            I had no real reason to go to Korea.  But I went.  I learned and experienced and grew.  The 
experiences and adventures that I had are ones I wouldn’t exchange for anything.  And I did get lucky 
in a lot of  instances.  I could have hated Korean food, I could have struggled to learn the language, 
I could have experienced severe homesickness.  But I found out that I love Korean food, I made 
friends with people who were fluent in Korean and could help me learn, and I was so busy exploring 
Seoul and the rest of  Korea that I barely had a moment to feel homesickness. 
            No matter where you go, studying abroad will change your life.  But, when it comes to life 
changing experiences, why play it safe?  Don’t go somewhere where you know the language, or 
understand the customs, or feel comfortable.  Life is meant to be exciting.  Challenge yourself.  Push 
yourself  beyond your boundaries.  You’ll find yourself  in situations you enjoy, and some situations 
you don’t.  You’ll find yourself  on the best adventure you never expected. 

Critical & Poetry

Let the Rainbows Out 
By: Pam Haas

If  the sky precipitated warm
drops of  tub water clean
into our skin to heal all the scars,
would you bathe in the streets
when the clouds came down?

If  you could shrink tiny
(bug-sized) to enter soap bubbles (out of  reach)
see the world in prism sparkles, (all the corners spotlighted)
would you?

If  shower-singing prayers on no-work mornings
birthed spirit the frequency of  lavender
and intensity of  cerulean,
would you share your voice with the rain-bathers?
Would you let them hear your words?
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Poetry 

Desk Geography
By: Nicole Pero

melted wax dribbles down the side of  a brass canyon
filling, covering gilt crevasses carved in curls
bronze goldstone polished stellaria smooth
toothy soothsayer prayer rises skyward
incense swirls, ember burn rings turn
ashy remains to aromatic finery
clean treated wood varnished
tarnished silver candelabra
antique flea market finds
finicky flame tamed
blown out
to smoke
snuffed

Please
By: Rachael Kosinski

I’m so sick and tired
Of being alone
Gave me the keys to your kingdom
But no seat on your throne
Feeling like a stranger
In a place I belong
“Too naïve,” “Inexperienced,”
It just feels wrong
Never felt the touch of  arms
Never felt a hand so warm
I’m outside waiting to be let in
From the adolescent storm
It hurts to see two hand-in-hand
And then solitarily walk home
To be barred the joy; the knowledge that
We’re not in this alone
It’s like Eve after the Apple
And watching the garden gates be barred
I’d take the fall over staying safe
For the reward I’d take the scars
Love of  other kinds can keep me going
But sometimes it hurts so bad
When I would give anything, everything for 
something I’ve never had
Al l I ask for is a special smile,
For feelings deep and true
A simple wish, a great desire
For someone to love me too.
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Photo By: Isabel Owen

Photography
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Poetry

An Elderly Man and His Great-Granddaughter
By: Rachael Kosinski

An elderly man and his great-granddaughter sat on a park bench in the snow, drinking cocoa.
“Why did you have to give her money?” the small girl asked, mittens wrapped tight around her paper 

cup. Her boots dangled above the white ground and the man’s voice warbled,
“Everything has a cost.”

The girl’s heart-shaped face crinkled in confusion. She took one mitten off  her cup and put it on her 
great-grampa’s sleeve.

“What does love cost?”
The old man blinked, startled by the question. First he opened his mouth then shut it. He was silent 
for a long time. The little girl thought he might’ve forgotten the question and then her great-grampa 

turned her head across the street towards the cocoa stand. A boy and a girl stood together buy-
ing cups and the boy shivered in the cold. Laughing, the girl unwound a scarf  from her neck and 

wrapped it around him.
“It costs that,” said the man.

The girl didn’t understand. “Love costs a scarf?”
“No, no,” chuckled the old man. He pointed this time to a boy sitting on some steps. His hair was 

swirly and his mouth was sad. He kept bringing his wrist to his face.
“He’s not wearing a coat,” the girl murmured. “Why?”

“He probably forgot it. Watch,” said her great-grampa. A marigold taxi rolled up and the boy 
sprang up. Suddenly he wasn’t sleepy-looking.. The girl thought he looked like the prince who finally 
matched Cinderella to her shoe as he pulled another boy out of  the taxi and hugged him. The boy 

was dressed like a soldier.
“It costs that,” said her great-grampa.

The little girl kicked the snow beneath her boots. “I still don’t get it.”
The old man held her close. “Love costs a scarf  on a cold day; it costs waking up much too early, and 

waiting too long.”
“That doesn’t sound nice,” said his great-granddaughter.

“Oh, but it is,” said the old man. “Don’t you see how happy they are?”
He ruffled the little girl’s hair. “I love you. Is there anything I would not give you?”

“No,” said the girl, looking at him.
“I would give you everything,” the old man said, giving her a pat. “That, that is what love costs.”   
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Fiction

The Most Feared Man in Italy

By: Kathryn Bockino

 He crossed the street without trembling. All around people eyed him sideways, or kept their gaze 
directed at their own shadows. Their mumbled, incoherent apologizes to him flew along with the breeze as he 
sidestepped their quivering bodies. He never once acknowledged their presence.
 As he got closer to his destination, he silently regarded how those around him were getting more and 
more agitated. Some fidgeted with their bleak looking ties as others wound their hands from within their pants’ 
pockets. The men kept their jaws locked into place as the blood from their pale faces drained drop by drop. 
The women picked at their stubby nails while glancing towards their companions, hoping no one would notice 
their lipstick fading from constantly licking their dry lips.
 To Antonio Napoli, he was just walking to work.
 He had nothing to fear while walking near the Capitoline Hill. His shirt never clung to his back with 
sweat, and he never had to beg his stomach to keep its contents down. Palazzo Venezia, the dreaded medieval 
building coming up on his right, was what caused those around him to shake with dread. Antonio knew this, 
and stored everyone’s reactions in the back of  his mind. He would be able to recall these facts at a moment’s 
notice if  his boss was ever to ask him. And knowing his boss, he sure would be interested to know what the 
average person thought of  him.
 Palazzo Venezia’s beautiful balcony overlooking the cobblestoned piazza was always something Anto-
nio liked to admire. It reminded him of  his Italy, how it watched over its inhabitants day or night, rain or shine. 
Sometimes, if  the weather permitted, he would enjoy his espresso up on the balcony and let his mind wander 
knowing that no one would dare look up.
            Any other man who held his job would have smirked with this knowledge. They would chuckle at the 
poor, sad people around him who lived in constant fear of  what was going to happen next in Italy. Any other 
person who held the amount of  power that Antonio had would stare back into a pair of  frightened eyes and 
soundlessly convey that no, it was not going to be all right.
 Antonio did not see it that way.
 He was doing his civic duty, and keeping the peace. He was being a good citizen, and an even better 
employee. It was clearer than black and white to him. It just was how life was like in fascist Italy.
 As his thoughts strayed to such matters, he didn’t even realize that he had arrived at his objective loca-
tion. His mind whirled with what he wanted to tell his boss first, but he knew Mussolini would want the most 
urgent updates right away.
 It wasn’t always easy being the head of  the secret police in Italy, but to Antonio Napoli, someone had 
to do it, and at this point in his career and life, why not him? 
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 When Antonio was young, he never thought that one-day the San Francisco Chronicle would dub 
him the, “The Most Feared Man in Italy.” After graduating law school, Antonio just felt young, ambitious, 
and excited.  But when he was personally called to Rome to become General of  Public Security his persuasive 
influence spread near and far. He was made Prefect of  Brescia, Bologna, and Genoa. All of  his colleagues 
knew him as the man who could recall any fact or face within seconds, as the man whose voice never altered 
or stuttered, and as the man whose eyes never gave away any emotion. If  Napoli saw your wife through the 
window of  a tea room one afternoon, he could recall weeks later the exact address and time she was there.  
             Over the long years everyone who was anyone in fascist Italy knew that this was not a man to cross. 
And Mussolini knew this, too. After steadily moving up the ranks it was time to get the Holy Grail of  jobs: 
chief  of  the secret police in Italy. This would mean he would have almost absolute control over the inner 
workings of  the Italian government…after Mussolini that is.
            Antonio asked his trusted men to look around. He asked them to watch the local coffee shops, to ask 
their wives what the town gossip was, and to keep their ears open at Sunday Mass. Antonio wanted to know 
what (not if) underground activities were taking place in the heart of  Rome, in the countryside, and on the 
coast. There had to be people wanting to take down the fascist government, but where were they? Who were 
they? Were they your neighbors? Your teachers? Your priests? If  you had any suspicions, go to the boss.  
            He had spies in foreign countries poking and prodding. He tightened border patrol security to make 
sure no one got in, or out. He, and his hissing friends, knew where you were, what you were doing, and what 
your sighs at night actually meant.
 But after ten years, Mussolini’s right hand man was starting to have doubts. Three moments made 
him question his job.

 The first doubt:

  Antonio twisted and turned all night long. He couldn’t sleep. He couldn’t eat. He didn’t want to 
breathe anymore. Each gasp of  air just reminded him of  the life force he would soon have to take away from 
his butcher and friend down the street. These people had never done anything wrong; in fact, they were 
model citizens whom he praised for following the country’s orders passionately.
 Pushing back his thin sheets, he dragged his feet to get a glass of  water. Tomorrow, he would call in 
sick.

 The second doubt:

 Antonio inspected his list. The next family he had to round up lived a corner away from him. He 
shook his head and sighed. It seemed like every person he was ordered to take into custody was someone 
who knew him, or his family, or his hometown. He couldn’t escape the fact the people he was sending to the 
camps were people he knew.
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Fiction

 Stop it. He scolded himself. These aren’t people. If  Mussolini thinks they’re less than human then I 
should too.
 He was the Prefect, the second in command, and he would not disobey orders today. He-
 Across the street ran a screaming girl. Wailing incoherently, she begged the OVRA police officer to 
take her back to her mother. Smirking, one of  Antonio’s men yelled that they soon would be reunited, and 
tossed her over his shoulder.
 Antonio and the girl only made eye contact for a few seconds before he turned away and broke down 
in soundless sobs.

 The third and last doubt:

 Antonio’s felt sick to his stomach. He just had one of  the best lunches of  his life, and he knew he had 
gone too far. He shouldn’t have had that extra forkful, but he had to keep going, and he had to eat just a little 
bit more.
 Looking around at the vacant restaurant he wondered what was going to happen to this little shop 
once his men got ahold of  its Jewish owner. Would someone else swoop in and take over? Or would it just 
fall to ruin, like many of  the other vacant stores in Rome?
 As Antonio was wiping his face, he watched the owner sweep behind the counter. He whistled as his 
mind wandered, oblivious that Antonio’s was still even there. Antonio began to smile, just a little bit, when 
the owner’s wife tiptoed in and gave her husband a quick kiss on the cheek. Their eyes were both twinkling as 
they gazed at one another.
 Running out of  the restaurant, Antonio threw up his entire meal right there onto the pathway. How 
was he going to be arresting that cute, old couple in only a few days? How was he going to separate them, 
when they still were so much in love? How was he going to live with himself  the next day, and the day after 
that, and the day after that…?
            Antonio was different now. He couldn’t sleep, or eat, or sip on cappuccinos overlooking the streets. 
He used to love his job, but how could he still be proud of  his work after the recent events? Mussolini knew 
something was wrong as well. He would scratch his balding head as Antonio spilled wine on the floor, and 
winced instead smiled. But nothing could happen to the right hand man, right?

 The textbook goodbye:

  Antonio Napoli was lying on his back. The pain seemed to escalate with every breath he sucked in, 
and every twitch of  his eyelids. His family quietly prayed and cried around him. He couldn’t speak at all, but 
he was still conscious enough to realize that he didn’t have a lot of  time left.
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 The stroke came out of  nowhere, and he knew he would not recover. He knew this was his 
last day on earth, his last thought, and the last time he would ever see the beautiful blue sky.
 He had been on the job when it happened, and never saw it coming. Maybe if  he had taken 
those vacations, or slept longer, or ate healthier, he wouldn’t be on his deathbed right then and 
there.

 It was October 12th, 1940.

 The real goodbye:

 Antonio Napoli trembled as he crossed the street. Everyone around him seemed so calm 
so relaxed, but he couldn’t stop his fingers from quivering in his pockets. Each step he took made 
his heart fall into his bottomless stomach. Why was Benito calling him in on his one day off? Did 
he suspect anything awry?
 Walking up the steps to his Palazzo Venezia, he hoped he wasn’t getting fired. Perhaps 
finally they realized his number of  arrests were down, and were about to demote him? Shaking his 
head, he couldn’t believe that possibly after fourteen years as the head of  the secret police he might 
have to start at the beginning.
 Numbly he walked the familiar path to Benito’s office. The door to the balcony was com-
ing up to his right, and he longed to go outside, drink a little, laugh a little, and just be someone else, 
just for today. Yet, instead, he headed to Benito’s office. Forgetting to knock, he walked right in and 
sat across from his boss.
 Benito smiled. “Sit down, friend.”
 Antonio felt beads of  sweat along his forehead. “Is everything alr-”
 “It’s hot out for October, isn’t it? Have some wine with me to cool off. You look like you’re 
burning up.” Benito reached to his left and poured two small cups of  red wine from the bottle that 
were sitting on his desk. Sliding the cup over, he raised his own to clink with Antonio’s.
 “To fourteen years together.”
 “To fourteen years.” Antonio’s downed the refreshing drink and then cleared his still dry 
throat. “So why did you-”
 He coughed. His chest was so tight, so tight, he couldn’t see straight. His eyes were bleed-
ing, they must be, everything was red, dark red, black, no colors, no light. All he could hear over and 
over again was, “To fourteen years together. To fourteen years together. To fourteen years….”

 It was October 12th, 1940.
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Photography

Behind Power 
By:  Isabel Owen: A Portrait of  the Black Lives Matter Movement

The year of  2014 was a tumultuous time for race relations in the United States. The deaths of  Mike 
Brown in Ferguson and Eric Garner in Staten Island, along with countless other lesser-known instances 
of  police brutality, marked an important turning point in America: racial tensions were erupting, and 
institutionalized racism revealing itself  to the masses. At the time of  this debacle, I was a senior AP Pho-
tography student in Long Island, where I was searching for a photographic concentration. At the request 
of  a friend and bringing my camera just in case, I took to New York City to attend my first Black Lives 
Matter march in December. What I witnessed change my view on art: I realized that I could document 
history. Dropping my light study concentration, I began photograph marches in real time.  And so began 
my concentration: entitled March Portraiture, and with that my newfound passion for activism.  Power 
was taken in Union Square Park, the starting point for many similar demonstrations. The subject is a per-
former in a New York-based activist dance company that used movement to bring attention to injustice. 
Her closed eyes and pensive power inspired the title, and to this day this photo serves as the emblem of  
the series. In light of  the current racial tensions across American campuses such as Mizzou, Yale, Ithica, 
and Howard; and the highly successful BLM demonstration at Geneseo; the series still reminds me of  
the importance of  continuing the fight for justice—a fight that never ends.  

“And the party went on without me” 
From A Teenagers Poetry Collection

By: Wesley D. Ebersole 

Living, laughing, loving
Drinks, food, fun
Boys, girls, sleep

Men, women, absent
Talking, gossiping, crying
Friends, lovers, enemies

My, Sick, Head
Soon, I’m, gone

The chandeliered room was packed with people LIVING on the edge
LAUGHING at others and with others

LOVING one another
Red Solo cups filled to the brim with mixed DRINKS people guzzling

FOOD and having so much
FUN

A group of  football players huddle in the corner
BOYS chase

GIRLS
The stoner on the couch knocked out in sleep

The buzz of  a million conversations and all the TALKING
Creates an energy that drives the gossip, that fuels the crying
So many things happening at once FRIENDS become lovers

And then all too quickly they are ENEMIES
MY hand rests on the doorknob to go, so ready and willing

but my conscious is SICK how can I leave this party and not be ridiculed?
So I SHAKE my head trying to clear all the empty thoughts

SOON the cops will be here, I think to myself
I’M running out of  time, will I be cool or smart?

I walk slowly out to my car and leave society behind me.
I am GONE

But the party went on without me.
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Poetry
“And the party went on without me” 

From A Teenagers Poetry Collection
By: Wesley D. Ebersole 

Living, laughing, loving
Drinks, food, fun
Boys, girls, sleep

Men, women, absent
Talking, gossiping, crying
Friends, lovers, enemies

My, Sick, Head
Soon, I’m, gone

The chandeliered room was packed with people LIVING on the edge
LAUGHING at others and with others

LOVING one another
Red Solo cups filled to the brim with mixed DRINKS people guzzling

FOOD and having so much
FUN

A group of  football players huddle in the corner
BOYS chase

GIRLS
The stoner on the couch knocked out in sleep

The buzz of  a million conversations and all the TALKING
Creates an energy that drives the gossip, that fuels the crying
So many things happening at once FRIENDS become lovers

And then all too quickly they are ENEMIES
MY hand rests on the doorknob to go, so ready and willing

but my conscious is SICK how can I leave this party and not be ridiculed?
So I SHAKE my head trying to clear all the empty thoughts

SOON the cops will be here, I think to myself
I’M running out of  time, will I be cool or smart?

I walk slowly out to my car and leave society behind me.
I am GONE

But the party went on without me.
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Life Abroad
By: Zora Raglow-DeFranco

            As a White person from a first world-country, I had a very different view of  race growing up than 
the students at the University of  Cape Town (UCT) in South Africa did. Racism is still very real in the 
United States, but it is seldom discussed in the classroom. In South Africa, the curriculum is based on race-
thinking, and how to right the wrongs that occurred during the apartheid only twenty years ago. I came 
abroad to Cape Town to study political science. South Africa has a very developing political system as the 
government adjusts to the new post-apartheid world. There are still people fighting for basic racial free-
doms, causing there to be new laws and reforms being created constantly.
            Because of  this, there are student protests that occur almost every day on the University campus. 
Protests fighting for a non-Western culture based curriculum. Students asking for classes that teach the 
works of  South Africa or Pan-African philosophers and writers, instead of  Plato, Socrates, and Mark 
Twain. Students asking for the professors who teach about African history and the Meaning of  Racism 
to not be White, British, males.  It took until this year for the statue of  Cecil Rhodes, a white supremacist 
who founded the University of  Cape Town, to be removed from the center of  campus. It wasn’t even the 
university’s decision however, it took a group of  students to remove it; students who were angry and tired 
of  their struggles being ignored and overlooked.
            At the end of  the semester, the last days of  classes at UCT, masses of  students erupted from 
around the city to join together in a long-coming protest. UCT is 50% white, even though only 8.9% of  
the entire population of  South Africa is white. This is because most of  the South African population can-
not afford to get an education, much less one of  prestige from UCT, because the cost to attend school is 
extremely high. Also, most of  the food resources on campus, as well as some of  the transportation, main-
tenance, and other services, are all outsourced from UCT. This means that UCT hires other companies to 
provide services, and that UCT doesn’t regulate the worker’s salaries. This leads to a gross under-payment 
of  the workers, as well as unfair benefits. The outsourcing and the high expenses lead to the largest 
protest-series that South Africa has seen since the apartheid era; Fees Must Fall.
            Fees Must Fall saw tens of  thousands of  students, workers, professors, and civilians band together 
to chant, march, and demand change. The school shut down for three weeks, as the riots were too danger-
ous for students to be near. Mass strikes lead to a lack of  transportation for some students, and others had 
to move out of  their dorms because the building security went on strike. As the riots became more dense 
and angry, the Cape Town police became involved and starting using force such as rubber bullets, smoke 
bombs, teargas, and several arrests were even made.

Critical
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            Several campuses across South Africa stood in union, demanding lower tuition fees, until 
UCT announced they would speak with the South African government to make a decision. The 
school ended up promising that the fees would not be raised at all in the future, and they promised 
to insource all of  the positions that weren’t in-sourced previously.
            University of  Cape Town still has a long way to go to create equality for the races within 
South Africa, but what has taken place this past month has a huge positive impact on lower and 
middle class African families. Meanwhile, exams for me are postponed into January- a small price to 
pay comparatively. 

Critical & Poetry

Until…
By: Anonymous

You wanted to help,
You asked me to let you in

So I did.

You shouldered my burden…
until that shoulder turned to ice
You carried my weight…
until you left it up to gravity
You soothed my nerves…
until they shocked you

I showed you my bad side.
In turn, you showed me your back

You asked me to let you out,
So I did.

blue vessel
By: Isabel Owen

this planet
is a beautiful blue vessel
with round horizons
that surround and hold you
with skies that fly past
your peripheral vision

and our lives
are momentary ticks
on a clock of  a cosmic scale
without dials and numbers
without shape and without alarms

i am ashamed that my
eyes have not hugged
more of  this ethereal spirit,
of  still leaves and roaring rain

but i know this will change
for i am too temporary
to not bask in the glory
of  my own finiteness
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Screenplay
INT. MASON’S CAR - NIGHT

MASON, a bespectacled college kid in a turtleneck sweater and 
jeans, smoking a joint. He is parked on a quiet suburban street.

His friend LIAM, a bit disheveled with his wrinkled dark-green t-
shirt and greasy hair, sits in the passenger seat, fidgeting. He is 
anxious to take the next hit.

MASON 
So what are you gonna write about?

Beat. Liam sees a woman jogging down the street in their direc-
tion.

LIAM 

You know, I’ve always been into that 

suburban torpor shit.

MASON 

(passing the joint)

Hm?

LIAM 

You know what I mean? Like those couples with 

the perfect suburban life...in theory at least.

MASON 

(a little high)

Domestic Affairs
By: Tyler Thier
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 Like American Beauty?

LIAM 

Exactly, dude. Upstanding citizens with

families and everything. They maintain this 

immaculate image, but...they suffer. They suffer 

in quiet desperation.

MASON 

You totally just ripped off Thoreau.

LIAM 

Dude, I don’t give a shit. I’ve never read Thoreau.

You can’t accuse me of plagiarism.

MASON 

Sorry, sorry. So yeah, they suffer in quiet 

desperation. Doesn’t everybody?

LIAM 

(takes a hit and passes it off) 

Of course. But I’m interested in the flowery types. 

You know, those people who settle down in places 

like this, with nice houses and steady jobs and 

kids. 

You think they’re happy?

MASON 

Fuck no. They have no excitement in their lives. 

They’ve fallen into this monotonous routine. I’d 

hang myself after a while.
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 Sanity
   By, Dean 
Tripp 

LIAM 

That’s fucking right. They get trapped in this cycle 

of steady living. Being how society wants them to be. 
Look at this lady...

The woman gets close enough to be seen clearly. She is on the

 opposite side of the street, in jogging clothes, with her blond 

hair tied back in a scrunchie. It is clear that she is wrapping up 
her exercise, as she slackens her pace.

LIAM (CONT.) 

She’s probably gonna walk through the door and kiss her 
husband and say "Hi, honey. You ready for bed?" And then 

go tuck her bratty little kids into bed and shut off 

their tacky little designer lamps only to end up next to 
her boring husband all night, who works as a dentist or 
some shit.

Mason is zoning out but still listening. He chuckles.

LIAM (CONT.) 

And you know what she’s gonna do once he falls 

asleep? Go into the bathroom, get high on some

pills, maybe masturbate to S&M porn...I dunno. 

Maybe I’m getting carried away. But I don’t think

I’m too far off here.

MASON 

(laughing, getting rid of the joint) 

This is getting too real for my taste.
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As Mason turns to face Liam, he gets a good look at the woman 

on the street and frantically slumps down below the dashboard, 

attempting to pull Liam down by the arm, to no avail.

LIAM 

What the fuck’s going on?

 Mason doesn’t answer.

LIAM (CONT.)

(giggling) 

Dude, are you tripping?

MASON 

(whispering) 

That’s my aunt. She can’t see me like this.

LIAM 

It’s all right. Calm the fuck down, dude. She won’t 
see us.

MASON 

Are you sure?

LIAM 

Mason. That shit is making you jumpy. Don’t worry, 
man.

MASON 

(calming down, sitting upright)

Yeah, I guess you’re right. Shit, I forgot this was 
her neighborhood.
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Liam is startled by something.

MASON (CONT.) 

You all right?

Liam doesn’t answer. They both stare across the street in si-
lence.

From the shadow of a tree across the street emerges a man in 
black clothing and work boots. He is wearing sunglasses.

The mysterious figure approaches Mason’s aunt with a napkin in-
hand. He grabs her and attempts to put it to her mouth, but she 
puts up a fight. Giving up, he draws a wrench from his back pock-
et and knocks her on the head just as she begins to let out a 
scream.

The woman collapses, as the man carries her limp body out of 
sight.

Mason and Liam are in complete shock.

After a long spell of staring at the empty street...

LIAM 

What...what the fuck are we gonna do?

MASON

That was my uncle.

CUT TO OPENING CREDITS.
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Psychopathic
By:  Jonathan Frias 

Incoherence...
They scorn me for being senile, vile, heinous...

For lusting blood and bits splattered across cold colors and raw furnishings.
Premonitions and bittersweet seditions...

I once questioned my existence, but instantaneously realized my unique alienation.

I skew my mask into my skull...
To deceive the incriminating psychological, two-faced bigots!

That restrain me from disengaging my true potential...
Nothing will separate me from thy congregations and unfathomable complexions.

Not even the pharmaceutical stimulants,
the binding restraints,

or the extraneous word play that they drill into my scorched ears...

They would truly be bewildered, witnessing what has truly been lying in wait...
 what will truly be unleashed into what they call "society"!

  Unbeknownst of  the sophisticated, intricate, elaborate schemes

Indifference...
Incoherence...

...

The emotions stir like my mind, under the influence of  psychedelic drugs...
Animalistic instincts and vehement impulses,
yearning, crying out for oblivion's repulse...
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“[His Tree]” 
From A Teenagers Poetry Collection

By: Wesley D. Ebersole 

 stood there in the forest.  Seething with anger, pain, and suffering.  He had died here.  My friend, my 
brother.

I wanted to scream, yell, hit things, punish the world for what it took from me.
Was it my fault?  What had I done?

I was irrational, I was immoral.
Rage blasted through my body; a broken dam.

I wrenched the hatchet out of  the stump where I had left it.
The blade was my anger. I swung it with all my strength, and it bit into wood.

Oak. Pine. Maple.  Merely slamming around wasn’t enough. I had to level the entire forest.
Tears fell down my face.  I yanked the blade out of  another tree and slashed it through the air.

But then it stopped.
It quivered next to a small green sapling.

A single ray of  light shone down through the canopy upon it.
I dropped it, my hatchet, my hate, my anger.  I sat there next to it letting all emotion flow out of  me.

I could almost hear his voice speaking to me.
You must move on.

Now I am an old man and I have taken care of  this tree for 80 years.  I sit here again letting fresh tears fall 
down my cheeks.

But the tree now stands far over me.
Its boughs, his arms.
Its trunk his body.

I lean ever so slightly against it.
Not my tree, his Tree.

 Poetry
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Desideratum
By: Meghan Barrett

We lie lustful, supine,
                        Supple bodies intertwined -
We are drinking in the dulcet dark,
A bucolic wine -
The air bombinates between us, breathes in the salty silences
Of  this
mechanical
wafture,
our offing
We stare into the sygyzy of  our limerence,
            
Asphodels align,
dot the folds of  this vespertine
sky bombinating with resplendent
propinquity floating
                        above our somnambulant bodies, still too
supine, for this
Rustling, susurrus, our steaming carbon dioxide
Mingles lustfully,
Mists our faces with exhaled dew

The man in the moon looks down on us
epythymy, no empathy
            – our epiphanies wistful,
Star-wish-full,
unrealized,
red giants
bombinate,
closer,
closer, synecdoche:
this quixotic gezellig cannot last between us
eastern zephyr steals the tears of  our saudade
            leaves my heart grounded,
supine

Poetry

Photo By: Thomas Magnus
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 Poetry

Portrait of  a Human 
By: Isabel Owen 

a little particle of  tears and smiles
floating and wading through
the cosmic river of  eternity

slipping, slipping, slipping
through God’s fingers-
sleeping on heaven’s heavy clouds

small, feathery,
and  insignificant than
the palest, bluest of  stars

a crumb narrowly escaping
the invisible, all-powerful vacuums:
the seductive, mysterious, magnetic
black holes

swimming through
infinite, infinite ether

navigating pulsing nebulae,
slithering solar systems,
and rocky, rugged asteroid belts
visiting the ancient and cold corners
of  the darkest pockets of  space
no life, stiller than the coldest ice
and the hot-tempered, adolescent sun
firing, fuming, roaring

o, interplanetary traveler —
are you merely a grain
left over from an implosion,
that grand cosmic explosion:
the sprouting of  the small seed
that procured the Universe?

or are you a figment
of  a higher power’s
omnipotent, invincible,
unreachable mind?

are you both?
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Acceptance & Commitment Therapy
By: Sarah Simon 

doubt is a hole punched in my violet left periphery
does it feel so because,
like “no longer gage”
there is an iron rod driven driving and it is so royal
it is so purple
or maybe I confuse violet with violent REGARDLESS it is mine.
like a classroom crayon.
I cannot pronounce the color but it is all
mine

Hush
By: Anonymous 

Day after day
Sin following sin
You used me doses
As a twisted medicine
I helped you focus

You’ve seen a world between realities
Until you could no longer live by normalities

Now for you I crave a life of  stillness
A final blow with all my forgiveness
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Musings on a White Suit
By: Juliana Schicho 

There was a man whose face was lit by nothing
 but a cigarette in a parking garage in Seattle. I 

thought maybe, for a second, the smoke 
swimming in his reluctant lungs was wafting to 
my face but, before I could complain about the
 smell or the inevitable cancer it would cause, I 

realized it was the exhaust of  my own car, 
started but going nowhere.

His suit was white so, from a distance, I 
thought him a priest & wondered if  he would be 
willing to bless me, as I haven’t been to church 
in a very long time. I think it was maybe since 

old Father Bill passed, after he lived in the Virgin Islands for a good 2 years—

he used to play the banjo in services. This man
didn’t have a banjo and, also, he was alive, so I 

ruled out the Father. We stood for a quiet 
moment, me outside my running-but-not-

moving car & him outside the grimed elevator,
 & our eyes met. This time, he did exhale my way, & I 

imagined the smoke knew him more 
than I did, because it had inhabited his lungs & 
thoughts longer than I ever had, & possibly ever 

would.

Poetry
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The smoke was not as white as his suit, which, 
I imagined, was very expensive. Was he 

coming from a wedding or going to a funeral?
 Isn’t it custom to wear black, or is my fashion 

sense as dead as the person we’ve come to
 view? Anyway, he stood there with his white 

suit & his not-quite-white smoke, & he nodded. 
I reasoned that I should not be waving back, as

he is probably someone important, but not as 
important as a banjo-picking Father. I reasoned 
that he must have been a conman that hustled 

people in pool, & had a cool nickname like 
Two-Pistol Joe or Snake Eye Slim or maybe even 

The Suit but I decided his name was Mr 
Gamblin’ Man, just like that— clip off  the “g”

because he doesn’t have time, he’s too busy

hustling & pulling cheap tricks out of  his well-
tailored sleeves. I reasoned that he had

 probably killed people, about 6 or 18 depending 
on who you ask, & he certainly was no priest. 
Well, maybe not in a religious sense but Father

 Mr. Gamblin’ Man lost faith years ago, he 
whispers, words smoldering like the end of  his

 cigarette. He probably knows how to play 

poker, & has definitely bet his soul more than

 once: maybe that’s how he got his suit. Rain 
slithered down the concrete cutouts to the left 

side of  me, the right side of  Mr. Gamblin’ Man,
 & he was getting uneasy under my eyes so, you 
know what I did? I stopped gazing. I got into

 my car. I left him to his own devices, hoping &
 praying like a priest his expensive white suit 

wouldn’t get ruined by this Seattle rain, & that
 he had enough cigarettes to last him until it all 
let up, & that he could spend at least 2 years in 

the Virgin Islands like banjo-playing Father Bill 
& go to the wedding/funeral  or joint wedding-

funeral &hustle everyone in pool.

There was a             cigarette in

    the mouth                of  the only man 

in

                   a parking garage in

                                                       Seattle.
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Dear Great Gramma
By: Rachael Kosinski

 It was very strange, going to your house. You can’t really tell you’re gone. The house is dark, 
but the lights turn on. It still looks the same, and smells like you. Memories march through the little 
hallway, peering into the canned goods on the table. Molasses. What is molasses, anyway? You never 
used it, ironically named “Grandma’s Molasses.” Mushrooms. Green Beans. Chocolate chips. Things 
are misplaced, set on tables with sticky notes: Patsy. Ted. Jake. I’ve never seen the black and whites of  
you at your wedding. Grandpa looks so much like his father. I like the picture of  you laughing. I don’t 
know if  I ever saw you laugh. Was the man in the background your father? Was he nice?
 “What do you claim?” is the question passed around. At first I follow the same old route, 
glancing around your puzzle room, at all the old photos. I look in the bathroom. Still the same. I can’t 
remember the last time I came. A few years back, maybe.
 “Do you want the china cabinet?” Some plates settle as I take Mom’s place in front of  the old 
thing, startling me. Was that you, Great-Gramma? I feel strange, looking at things and sizing them up. 
Would I want this? I think about someday when I’m gone, will my great-grandchildren sift through my 
things, common to me but for them a mysterious find? My eyes land on a sieve, but what would I use it 
for?
 I’ve only been upstairs once, and not past the first door. Dad leads the way as Kendelle and I 
explore the bedroom, blankets folded and piled on one bed, keepsakes on the other: an empty cash-
box, a tiny framed photo of  Great-Grandpa, others. I notice cough drops on the bedside lamp, and it’s 
jarring.
 It’s like you just left the house.
 Another room holds ancient exercise bikes and potted plants, and a very interesting closet. 
Long and actually roomy, Dad shows us Great-Grandpa’s secret hiding place. You caught him once, 
finding his stash of  firecrackers. Dad shows me the new-looking wooden gun rack and I drop the 
drawer key three times. At the far end is a shelf  and bench beneath a tiny square window; I brush the 
little white curtains to the side and glance up a hilly side street, picturing kids running down it. This 
would’ve been a perfect kid’s hideout, or clubhouse. Did Grandpa use it like that? If  only we’d known 
about it when we were younger.
 A closet. A green-tiled bathroom, the kids’ bedroom. More cool windows. If  they’d been 
friends with the neighbors, they could’ve stuck their heads out the windows and talked.
 “I used to bend down like this,” Dad says, getting down in front of  the larger mirror above a 
gorgeous wooden dresser. “It makes a long tunnel if  you look in the other mirror.” It’s true. Kendelle 
liked the other mirror, oval with an expensive-looking frame. When she goes over and touches it, we 

Nonfiction 
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realize it’s plastic.
 “Could’ve fooled me,” I say.
 “Fooled me, too,” she agrees.
 I never would’ve opened a drawer or messed with anything any other time I’d been there, but this 
time it’s different. I head to the kitchen. I always loved your kitchen, for some reason. It’s the homiest part 
of  the house. The white pot with the flower print screams Great Gramma. So do the three apples in dif-
ferent stages of  being eaten (whole, half, core) on your white cupboards, some of  which are so old I have 
to force them open. A little tea sieve. A Campbell’s soup china cup, looking brand new. Your cookbooks 
are terribly personal, like peeking into you. One is so worn it’s falling apart, and I find little recipes stuffed 
inside from newspapers, magazines, or illegibly handwritten. A pencil drawing of  a heart catches my eye: 
I love you Grandma and Grandpa and I hope you love me too! Look for a surprise on the other side of  the paper. Two girl 
bunnies face each other. I love caryots and so do you!
 Old teacups remind me of  days we’d have milk and muffins around the little table, fighting for 
the Irish Coffee cup. I claim it, along with two decrepit bookends. Why did you keep them in your kitchen 
cupboard? Where’d they come from? Why didn’t you use them? I also claim two kissing porcelain children, 
from Holland. Who’d you know that went to Holland? So many questions arise: where’s the stem of  your 
magnifying glass? Why’d you buy Ramen Noodles when I can’t ever picture you eating them? You have 
a lot of  prayers for people who live alone. Were you scared? Where’d you get the teapot that looks like a 
magic lamp? It was dusty. I blew on it and rubbed it three times, but no genie. Where’d you get all those 
tiny religious pendants? Why do you have a bulletin board from D’Youville College? Why on earth is that 
pool table trapped in the basement? Are you glad we’re taking the door with everybody’s heights? Do you 
care what we’re doing? Do you like that we’re remembering and sharing stories? I can’t remember the one 
about the lace; you told me about it once. Wasn’t it tradition that a girl would make lace before she got 
married? I told Mom that, but I can’t remember. I feel a little sad about it.
 “Alright, time to go.”
 I have a headache as we leave. Too much dust? Your house makes me think. It’s not cold, but 
warm. Full-feeling. I wondered if  it’d feel empty, or scary, or like I was an intruder, but it wasn’t like that 
at all. Magnets stayed where they were on the fridge, pictures still sat on the shelves. Every bed was made, 
and there was soap in the bathrooms.
 It was like you’d just left, and would be back in a little while.   
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Life Abroad
By: Leandra Griffith

            One of  the most overused pieces of  advice in writing is that you should “write what you 
know.” I call bullshit. Not only do I find the idea of  writing about the things you don’t know or 
wish to know fascinating, but there are a few more flaws in this well-intentioned advice. I know, 
for instance, that Jerry Springer used to be the mayor of  Cincinnati, Ohio. I know the belief  that 
celery consists of  negative calories is a myth, and I know that most people are born with ten toes. 
Can I write about these facts? Sure, but, whether it’s poetry, fiction or nonfiction, the stories would 
be missing an element if  I didn’t add my experiences that connected with these facts. Therefore, we 
should write what we experience. You are your own best resource, witness and test dumby. You have 
experienced and seen so many events, an endless supply of  memories to tap into, that you can write 
until the cows come home.
            What if  you have a topic that you really want to write about, but you don’t have the experi-
ences to support it? Then, you need to place yourself  in a position to gain that knowledge. I’m not 
saying become an alcoholic to write a story where an alcoholic is the protagonist. That would com-
plete lunacy. I am encouraging you, however, to study the mannerisms and tendencies someone who 
is alcoholic in your life, or read other stories about alcoholics, or visit an AA meeting. You’re a writer, 
be creative in how you gather your experiences! Along with a few good memories to write about, you 
might gain something even more valuable which is perspective.
 I was very fortunate to study abroad during the second semester of  my junior year, attend-
ing the University of  Groningen in the Netherlands. Before then, I felt very limited in what I could 
write about. Growing up in a small town, attending a liberal arts college in a small town, I couldn’t 
find anything to really grab onto in nonfiction or fiction because I personally viewed my life and 
experiences as mundane. Those aspects that were interesting about my life had become overused in 
my mind. I needn’t fresh experiences! And that is honestly why I took the opportunity to study in the 
Netherlands.
 Studying abroad, meeting fellow students from across the world, you’d think I would feel 
even more boring an individual, but the exact opposite occurred. My friends from other continents 
wanted to know everything about the United States of  America and the American people. They’d 
ask obscure questions like: “Is it true that American football is very big in Oklahoma?” “Do Ameri-
cans eat omelettes every single day for breakfast?” “What is pena-butter?” I could get a great story 
out of  these questions alone! A more important thing that I took from them, though, other than 
a possible story in the making is that football, omelettes, and peanut butter could be interesting 
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depending on the perspective you take them from. It’s all about presentation, making the readers 
see through your eyes. If  you do this artfully, then they will find interesting whatever you find to be 
interesting.

While abroad, I found others realizing how unique their perspectives and lives could be on a 
grander scale. Whenever I would get excited about eating a new dish that my Chinese or Czech 
friends offered me to try, they always laughed and said how strange it was for them to see some-
one so happy to eat something so typical (even boring) for them. I think most of  us can relate to 
this, viewing ourselves as having unexciting lives. Unless you’re Beyonce. She knows her life and 
fierceness is envied by all. But there can only be one Beyonce, and we’re all a bunch of  Michelles 
compared to her. Compared to each other, though? I think us Michelles can really learn from each 
other and from ourselves through the experiences we gain and even more when we put those 
experiences to paper.

Innocent Eyes
By: Ilayda Polat

Innocent Eyes
The words stained her glass lips
And she spoke with such ease 
Yet her heart’s fabric rips 
While her fingers linger onto the lip’s crease

I listened to her breath rather than each sentence
That seemed coated in sugar
So thick and drained of  vengeance
Somehow swallowed by the books that took her 

Sinking so deeply she unraveled 
Naive to the way her eyes gave away
The weights of  pain that graveled

So deep in her veins that day in May

All that was left was nothing to say 
But she sits there rummaging through blank 
pages
That gave comfort in the chaos’ disarray
Under the swell of  the moonlight’s phases

Then to them 
She fell victim 
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 Nonfiction

My Chemical Romance 
By: Meghan Barrett

 Earthworms arrived in America like people – half-drowned and sea-sick, eager to devour to the 
world around them. Immigrants from Europe, they were carried over in womens’ broken flower pots 
and soil-filled seed-bags with Queen Anne’s Lace and Scarlet Pimpernel, and then they were planted 
in Jamestown. Earthworms sift through silt; master engineers of  their environment, they redistribute 
nutrients, mix soil layers, and create pores in the ground. This progress changes a forest’s soil so quickly, 
so dramatically, that plants, especially in coniferous forests, die out. 
 During the springs when in grade school, I used to help my mother in our garden, carrying 
flower pots from the trunk of  our car to my mom’s kneeler so she could plant violets and daffodils next 
to the false stone riverbed in our backyard. Together, we would jam trowels into smooth earth and toss 
hard stones away; make holes in the ground and then thrust the store’s synthetic-fertilizer-laden soil mix-
ture topped with a too-cheery flower to fill the sore, bleeding dry dirt crumbling slowly from the sides 
down to the bottom. We pat old earth over it, press it down as though the homogenous color repaired 
the damage. We moved on, then; we forgot.
  For me, finding an earthworm while weeding or clipping the bushes was a happy occasion. 
Whenever I found one of  them sticking out of  the dirt I would grasp him in my little fingers and dig 
forcefully at the ground nearby until I had freed him from his confinement in the earth. Cupping the 
vigorously squirming semi-solid worm in both hands I would run to show my mother.
 “What do you have there?” She’d ask without really looking at my prize.
 “An earthworm!” Gleefully, I would stroke my finger down the huddled, shuddering mass.
 “That’s wonderful,” she’d tell me, and take a quick peek at the coiled worm in my palms. “Earth-
worms do a lot of  good things for the earth. Go put him in the compost pile; he’ll help it all turn into 
dirt.”
 I would run to the back of  the house and happily toss the earthworm into our composting bin, 
where we stored all of  our plant material from our landscaping endeavors. I would brush off  any ac-
cumulated matter from my palms, and run back to my spot to keep working, leaving the earthworm top-
ping the wilting greens, with the immense job of  helping decompose several bins worth of  unwanted, 
dead plant matter. 
 There are a lot of  earthworm nine-to-fivers living in New York State. In the early 1900s, a man 
named William T. Love sifted silt to connect the upper and lower Niagara Rivers with a canal. In 1910, 
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he carried his broken dreams away from that hole in the ground he’d engineered, a muddy ditch draining 
rain the only testament to his grandiose plans for progress. Shortly thereafter, the land was turned into a mu-
nicipal and chemical dump site for the Hooker Chemical Company. Daily, containers of  hazardous materi-
als were thrust into the hole; there was an earthworm who lived at the bottom when they tossed in the first 
round of  acid in. If  he wasn’t squished in two by the weight of  the container, I’m sure he was burned alive, 
plump body shriveled in agony by caustic chemicals, when it leaked.

* * * * *

 In 1953, Hooker Chemical Company spread a layer of  earth over their chemical dump site and all 
those corroding drums of  acids and alkali and then sold it to the nearest city for a dollar. The city moved on; 
they forgot. And by the late 1950s, a school and neighborhood had been built atop the patch job, and happy 
families moved in. The wheels of  their Fords and Chevys, with huge fins devouring the tail lights of  their 
cars, rumble over asphalt-cracks as they stream off  the highways, and planted themselves firmly in new lives, 
in homes with picket fences, in Love Canal.
 In the months leading up to the first day of  August in 1978, a record amount of  rain fell in Love 
Canal. The rain fell and fell and fell, and the drums below the ground, holding in their eighty-two kinds 
of  noxious waste, cracked and carcinogens began their slow ascent through the soil, leaching into pools, 
dripping through the cracked foundations and pool liners and asphalt driveways. A visitor, writing for the 
EPA journal, wrote of  the area “…corroding waste-disposal drums could be seen breaking up through the 
grounds of  backyards. Trees and gardens were turning black and dying... Puddles of  noxious substances 
were pointed out to me by the residents. Some of  these puddles were in their yards, some were in their 
basements, others yet were on the school grounds. Everywhere the air had a faint, choking smell. Children 
returned from play with burns on their hands and faces” (Beck 2).

* * * * *

 There was a woman who lived on the banks of  the Love Canal, a long-time resident. When the leak 
came out, she discovered how badly her family had been burned, the dreams she’d carried with her to Love 
Canal broken, cracked by the shifting silt beneath her. Two of  her four grandchildren, born and raised in 
the Love Canal community, had birth defects; one was born deaf  and with a cleft palate and an extra row of  
teeth, as well as slight retardation, and the other was born ‘simply’ with an eye defect. Several other cases of  
birth defects were uncovered, along with an unusually high number of  miscarriages in the Love Canal popu-
lation, and elevated white blood cell counts – a precursor of  leukemia, corresponding with high concentra-
tions of  the carcinogen benzene.
 The people of  Love Canal, however, were not stranded; by the end of  that same August in 1978, 
the government evacuated 98 families and another 48 had found temporary housing. The government 
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purchased homes and relocated people, with purchases totaling upward of  seven million dollars. The EPA filed 
a suit against Hooker Chemical Corporation for over 117 million dollars, for clean up costs at four of  their 
chemical disposal sites. Beck, an administrator for EPA region 2 during this time wrote in a report about this 
incident that, “A tragedy, unfortunately, has now called upon us to decide on the overall level of  commitment 
we desire for defusing future Love Canals. And it is not forgotten that no one has paid more dearly already than 
the residents of  Love Canal” (Beck 4).
 Has no one paid more dearly than the residents? What about the bleeding earth, left out to dry, to burn? 
While children suffered caustic burns and birth defects, did we forget that the earth and its inhabitants were the 
first and the largest group of  casualties? Humanity always finds a way to make the tragic ‘accidents’ we cause 
about us, even when most of  the damage is to our weary mother earth. We will not always be able to do that; to 
evacuate and pack up and move away. Someday, we will run out of  earth. When I read these stories, I wonder if  
I will be around when we do.
 But as for the Love Canal, we took care of  business, and moved on. We forgot. And unlike our James-
town ancestors, no one ever thought to once again relocate the earthworms. I imagine them, the acid sizzling 
at their backs as they fervently burrow down, down, down into the desperate, black earth, dissolving one after 
another into the darkness, a last reaction of  the nervous system making their bodies rigid right before they dis-
appear, a goo of  slimy guts in a warm bath of  eighty-two caustic chemicals.

Resources Used:
Beck, Eckardt C. “The Love Canal Tragedy.” EPA Journal. January 1979. Web.
(http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/love-canal-tragedy)
Press release: http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/us-sues-hooker-chemical-niagara-falls-new-york
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Nonfiction
Mommy, Do Dogs go to Heaven When They Die?
By: Callista Fiegl

 It’s curious, isn’t it, how much people try to avoid talking about Death. It’s as if  by ignoring it, 
maybe that fateful day will pass you by, your time won’t come, you’ve gone unnoticed and finally yes! You 
cheated death! But when people do find the courage to talk, they almost give death an identity, a soul. 
“Death visited that house last night,” they’ll say, or “He had a close run in with Death.” What does this 
mean? Is death this mysterious force that randomly befalls specific people? Or is Death an entity who 
comes to steal the joy and happiness from everyone? To take the one thing they value most?

~*~

 I remember my dog, Lady. I had gotten her for my seventh birthday and we had been friends ever 
since. She was a bit strange looking. A lab mix, not at all a prize breed. Her shaggy tail would wag franti-
cally while being petted. Her two ears looked so dopey…one flopping down, the other straight in the air. 
It gave her a permanent quizzical look, as if  she was always trying to figure out what you were thinking. 
Tongue sagging out, her mouth would pull up into a huge smile as she pranced around begging for atten-
tion. Even people who didn’t like dogs liked Lady. How could they not? And of  course I loved her, dopey 
ears and all. She was mine.

~*~

 Lady loved the summer. Being outside, going on walks, playing fetch. But most of  all, she loved 
fish. Our pond held her fascination for hours. Big, droopy eyes stared intently into the murky brown water 
for a glimpse of  the small slivery creatures. Their darting path through the water was followed by her eyes, 
and sometimes her legs. Around and around that pond she trotted, desperate for another small look. I 
have no idea what she was looking for, she never hurt a fish. Later, the only remnant of  her fixation was a 
small brown path worn all the way around the pond.

~*~

 There are some people who do talk about Death more than others. Terminally ill patients or el-
derly couples. Maybe it’s because they are that much closer, just a breath away from meeting their life long 
foe, no longer blinded by the invincibility so believed in by youth. That’s why the old people talk. Maybe 
Death will treat them better if  they finally acknowledge its inevitability. The young people don’t under-
stand this yet. “I’ll never crash my car…overdose…be killed in action! Are you kidding? That thing only 
happens to other people, not me!” We ignore it, don’t talk about it pretend it never happens.  But Death is 
always there, so close, just a text message away.

~*~
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 Every day in life has pain, troubles. Bad things happen, people get hurt. It’s not safe to expose 
your heart to others, they might not see its fragility. They might not see how cracked and broken it already 
is.  But Lady understood. I knew there was no judgement in those soft brown eyes when I would bury my 
face in her shaggy dark fur and cry. She wouldn’t tell me to suck it up, stop crying, ask what’s wrong with 
you? Instead she just sat there, gently bumping my face with her nose as if  to say, it’s okay, I don’t mind. 
And when I finally looked up, she was there to kiss away the traces of  my tears. I wrapped my arms even 
tighter around her body and whispered,
 “I love you so much.”

~*~

 Maybe Death isn’t evil. Always characterized as a grim reaper, a skeletal figure, a thief  who comes 
to steal away your life. But what Death is none of  those things? What if  Death is just lonely?   

~*~

             “It’s her heart.” The vet’s voice echoes in my head. “She’s lived for a long time, longer than most 
dogs. She has few days, maybe a week.” I wanted to slap him, an emotion that surprised even me. But does 
he realize his is talking about my dog, my confidante, my friend? Isn’t he there to fix her? Isn’t that his sole 
purpose? Desperately attempting to hold back my tears, I leaned down to gather Lady into my arms. She 
had always been a large dog and therefore heavy, but carrying her back to the car after those words, she felt 
a million times heavier. It was probably the weight of  the pain in my heart.

~*~

 I remember a conversation I had with my mom years ago. We had just heard that a friend’s dog 
had died. My nine-year-old self  looked over at Lady, maybe checking to make sure she was still breathing, 
or maybe to see if  she was hungry…I don’t know.
 “Mom, what’s going to happen to Molly now?” I asked, absentmindedly fondling Lady’s silky, soft 
ears. My mom continued to work on supper.
 “Hm?” she replied absentmindedly. “Oh, they’re going to have to bury her honey.” I shook my 
head.
 “No, I mean is she in heaven?” (The thought of  Hell didn’t even cross my mind). My mom finally 
stopped what she was doing and looked up.

 “Well honey,” she began kindly. “I think…I think if  our friends need Molly in heaven to be happy, 
than yes, she is in heaven.” I smiled. For my nine-year-old self, that explanation was all that I needed.

~*~

 The cold in the tile floor seeped through my thin pajama pants as I sat on our kitchen floor. My 
dad had helped me settle Lady into her usual spot in the kitchen after coming home from the vet, and I 
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hadn’t left her side since.  I could tell she didn’t have much longer, and so much anger began filling 
my heart. Anger at God, who would take my friend, anger at the vet, who couldn’t fix her, and anger 
at Death for coming to steal her away.  It just wasn’t fair! Lady was mine, mine, and always had been 
from the moment we had gotten her. She would listen to other people in my family occasionally, but 
everyone knew she would always listen to me.  No one else could have her, especially not Death. But 
as I sat there, I began to realize I had so much to be thankful for. Not only had I been blessed with 
a dog, I had been blessed with a friend as well. For all the years we played, all the times I cried and 
she was there, all the times hearing her breathing at night would bring me a sense of  safety. All those 
things, little and big, that I knew would never be again. She had given me so much, her devotion, 
her kindness, her friendship, and I could never repay her. She laid there, her head tucked on my lap, 
her soft trusting eyes looking into mine as she struggled for each breath. I loved her beyond words, 
how she would fight just to be with me. And it is because of  this love that I find myself  resting my 
forehead against hers. “It’s okay.” I began, my voice breaking. “You can let go. I love you.”
 I love you
 She takes one more breath, and breathes no more. I gently rest her head on the ground and 
begin to sob.

~*~

                  There is a little stone behind our house now. Green grass surrounds it in the summer and 
snow covers it in the winter. But nothing covers the miniature light set on the top, or the small name 
carved into the gray rock.  It overlooks a gentle sloping hill with a little pond situated at its base. Tiny 
slivery fish dart around in the murky, brown water and if  one looks closely, they can see a faint path 
worn around the entire pond.

~*~

 Pain eventually fades. There is some truth to the old saying “time heals all wounds.” I can 
think back now on my memories of  Lady with joy instead of  sorrow. That doesn’t mean I don’t 
miss her, but for now I think I’m okay with her being gone. Because maybe Death simply was long-
ing for a friend, and now he has one. I know she is one of  the best friends there is. He’ll take care of  
her for me, keeping her water bowl full and bringing her to ponds to chase the fish like she used to. 
And I know the day I arrive in heaven; she’ll be there.
 Because I wouldn’t be happy without her.
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 Art

Mental Map of  Childhood, Circa 2000
By: Sarah Simon

 To the left is an irony of  my childhood: “I grew up by a fake river.” 
 This illustration presents a mental map of  its memories, which come in waves; I grew up in the 
uptown of  Manhattan, yes near the iconic Gossip Girl, but in my mind, just to the bare west of  a park. 
It was named after Carl Schurz–a guy I don’t know much about, and would rather not. As I show on this 
map-like object, Carl’s name stays fuzzy, and the word “Park” cocoons its meaning. 
 A trip to the park started by leaving a building by the address of  500, seen at the bottom right. 
That block leading down to the unimportant yet essential Carl was TOO LOOONG. We always passed a 
school for audibly impaired children, a Center for the Deaf, on the way. The school still creeps me out. I 
don’t know why I feel the way I do about it.
 And follow the arrow, from 83rd to 86th. Swirl with the waves of  a misnomer, the “East River,” 
they call it. It’s not a river; it’s a tidal strait.
 Lolling over the image are the tangles of  superfine Irish hair that always fall into other peoples’ 
food. My face sleeps next to it, too. And Charley Mom–a childhood figure wanting of  a blood tie? No. it’s 
the name of  a Chinese restaurant. 
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The Ebb and Flow of  Melancholy: A Style Analysis 
By: Isabel Owen

**The poem the author is referencing can be found at the end of  her piece.**

 The advancement of  technology in the Industrial Era was closely accompanied by a revolu-
tionary change in mindset: the advent of  capitalism, secularism, and the growth of  scientific thought 
launched Europe into a new world. But how was life in this new world? Although seemingly glittering 
and modern, the Industrial Age was also a tumultuous era marked with economic oppression, emotion-
al isolation, and spiritual disheartenment. Many modern Victorian authors sought to be the muckrak-
ers of  this age, exposing the inherent sadness of  a new corporate and metallic world. Matthew Arnold 
sought to similarly expose these issues with his dynamic lyric. In “Dover Beach,” Matthew Arnold’s 
stylistic choices create a sensitive and glimmering portrait of  personal uncertainty, melancholy, and faith-
lessness in the Industrial Era of  the late nineteenth century.
            The form of  the poem recedes and flows erratically, mimicking the qualities of  an unpredictable 
sea. The free-verse nature of  the lyric adds to the unstructured, polar nature of  possibility that the poem 
encapsulates. In the first stanza, the speaker dives deeply into excited, hopeful lyric and then recedes 
back into hopelessness—resembling what the human spirit has done throughout existence. The piece 
starts with a flush of  energy, as Arnold describes the setting with intimately descriptive sensory imagery. 
The French coast “gleams”, and the English shore sensually coaxes him, “glimmering and vast” (lines 
4-5). The speaker laments of  the beautiful night with multiple passionate interjections—“Sweet is the 
night air!” says the speaker as he urges his lover to “Listen!” to the crashing waves. In addition, lines 1-6 
exhibit liberal use of  punctuation (em-dash, colon, and semicolon) and very apparent enjambment, a 
form that adds to the sense of  a running, highly excited tone. The excitement should not be mistaken 
for happiness—it expresses the high energy of  the speaker’s state of  inner turmoil and anxiety.
 Yet this joyful language must see an end, just as happiness does in Arnold’s world—the excited 
nature of  the language quickly dissipates into melancholy. Arnold calls on the natural tendency of  tides 
to be the first metaphor representing the uncertainty of  human existence. The speaker describes the 
receding and incoming nature of  the sea as having a “tremulous cadence slow,” bringing in the “eternal 
note of  sadness” (lines 13-14). This metaphor, and the placement of  sadness at the end of  the stanza, 
shows that the author believes that at the time of  the Industrial Era, the faith of  the world is in recess 
and that the era is marked with sadness and hopelessness. This view that the world is in a period of  

Critical
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desolation will remain the recurring theme throughout the entirety of  the poem.  
 Arnold allows the poem to gains depth within the space-time by use of  allusion and metaphor, a 
method that allows the poem to shine in a timeless light. In lines 15-16, there is a reference to Sophocles and 
the Aegean Sea, perhaps to relate the thoughts of  the ancient philosopher and poet to the speaker’s own 
thoughts. This provides the speaker with ethos and ornaments the poem with an ancient and mythical tone. 
The speaker implies that both he and Sophocles “[heard] in the sound a thought… by the distant northern 
sea” (19-20). This thought is a shared idea about the bleak state of  the human condition. The idea of  a uni-
versal and timeless thought about human suffering adds dimension to the work, allowing it to seem almost 
ageless, omniscient, all-knowing. The “turbid ebb and flow” (17) of  the ocean is used as a metaphor for the 
constant uncertainty and polarity of  human misery throughout the existence of  humankind itself. The power 
and strength of  this metaphor is due to the timelessness that the poem’s allusion creates. The “sea of  faith” 
(21), another metaphor for the state of  the human condition, is shown to be receding and “retreating to the 
breath of  the night-wind” (26-27). During the Industrial Era, faith was nowhere to be seen—faith had fallen 
victim to the viciousness of  capitalism and selfishness. The speaker’s reference to the sea of  faith as once 
being “at the full, and round earth’s shore / lay[ing] like the folds of  a bright girdle furl’d” (22-23) relies on 
simile and imagery to portray the beautiful sheath of  faith that once covered the entirety of  the now-corrupt-
ed planet. Misery regarding the state of  the world is expressed when the speaker “only hears its melancholy” 
(25), the recession of  goodness exposing the “naked shingles of  the world” (28)—those shingles represent-
ing the deep-ridden social malignancies and horrors that capitalism and industrialism brought into light with 
the retreating wave of  faith.
 The ebb and flow wouldn’t be complete without another return to passionate language that serves 
to highlight the ecstatic confusion of  living in a world of  uncertainty. This return to colorful diction may 
symbolize hope for love and hope for the future. The speaker laments to his lover when he says “Ah, love, 
let us be true / to one another!” (29-30) expressing that love is one of  the only guiding paths in the cruel 
and perplexing world. This stanza feels like a tide coming in. A second use of  enjambment creates an excited 
description of  the world that mirrors the first stanza. The speaker describes the world as a “land of  dreams” 
that is “beautiful” and “new” but also lacking any sense of  goodness—it has neither “joy, nor love, nor light; 
/ nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;” (31-34). The speaker lists all of  the attributes of  a faithful 
world that the industrial world lacks, and he emphasizes that the gorgeous world from the shore, although 
beautiful, is riddled with confusion and pain. He gives an appeal to his lover that they remain there for each-
other: their love can guide them through the faithless times, their companionship providing hope in a dark 
world where “ignorant armies clash by night” (37). And in this way the poem ends with a hopeful appeal: 
although the world is plagued with the perpetual battle between the ebb and flow of  goodness, with faith a 
heart can glow even in the darkest and bleakest of  times.  
 Melancholy—timeless and ever-present, melancholy lives within each of  us. Like the tides of  the 
ocean, melancholy ebbs and flows in and out of  the human consciousness, marking the poignancy of  emo-
tion and the human spirit. The highs of  life submerge and resurface like the lines of  Arnold’s free verse: 
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Critical

flowing beautifully and fully into shore and then suddenly retreating back into the ocean of  mys-
tery. History works similarly—constantly falling into periods of  misery and reacting back; a positive 
feedback loop of  human possibility. How do we mark the times of  happiness and the times of  
misery? And when will the tide of  faith coming rolling back into the shores—and will we know 
when it has?

[Dover Beach] 
By Matthew Arnold

The sea is calm tonight.
The tide is full, the moon lies fair
Upon the straits; on the French coast the light
Gleams and is gone; the cliffs of  England stand,
Glimmering and vast, out in the tranquil bay.
Come to the window, sweet is the night-air!
Only, from the long line of  spray
Where the sea meets the moon-blanched land,
Listen! you hear the grating roar
Of pebbles which the waves draw back, and fling,
At their return, up the high strand,
Begin, and cease, and then again begin,
With tremulous cadence slow, and bring
The eternal note of  sadness in.

Sophocles long ago
Heard it on the Aegean, and it brought
Into his mind the turbid ebb and flow
Of human misery; we
Find also in the sound a thought,

Hearing it by this distant northern sea.

The Sea of  Faith
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth’s shore
Lay like the folds of  a bright girdle furled.
But now I only hear
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar,
Retreating, to the breath
Of the night-wind, down the vast edges drear
And naked shingles of  the world.

Ah, love, let us be true
To one another! for the world, which seems
To lie before us like a land of  dreams,
So various, so beautiful, so new,
Hath really neither joy, nor love, nor light,
Nor certitude, nor peace, nor help for pain;
And we are here as on a darkling plain
Swept with confused alarms of  struggle and flight,
Where ignorant armies clash by night.

Matthew Arnold. “Dover Beach.” The Poetry Foundation. 1867. Web. 5 
December. 2015
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 PoetryWaits
By: Sarah Simon

Silo in the body made by miracles
miracles, no, they never were
so phenomenological so isolated
they never were out of  chemical bounds only
bonded so tightly you at first unwittingly
and later, learnedly lusted to disregard the mitochondrion-

 something was its own power, and it was debilitating enough to hopscotch over dragons.
  it was debilitating enough to inspire a skipping in supposedly boundless lines.
	 	 	 it	was	enough	to	blame	heavy	breathing	on	an	internal	fire,

it was enough to listen in Tom Waits’ “Martha” on the first night of  saving daylight
and remember, for a little while unashamedly
how much you used to think you understood 

Say something:                                                                                                                                        
By: Lizzie Pellegrino

Acknowledge the rug burn on your larynx.
Clear your throat of  wool that loosely
pulls words from your lungs.
Tug the sweater around your
neck that’s beginning to choke you.

Check your tongue. Lick your lips in between breaths.
Sip in air to rehydrate for your next battle.
The war between teeth
 invades the brain and tongue.

Fight the words that dwell in bronchiole apartments.
Force them out. Unknit alveoli-hiding letters.
Knock them loose.

Pull them free.  
 Just say something, please.
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